Introduction {#S1}
============

While in the past the athlete's physical ability for explaining sports performance was the main focus, various newer studies have dealt with the interaction of the athlete's physical and cognitive performance, especially in team sports ([@B108]; [@B34]; [@B62]). The central issue is how years of practice in different sports affect executive functions (EFs) and whether elite athletes have advantages across different EFs compared to amateur athletes ([@B110]). To answer this question, it is necessary to consider individual differences in the developmental trajectories of a person and the special features of a particular sport. If one considers the characteristics of team sports such as soccer, which requires a "cool head" for permanent decision-making under time pressure in dynamically changing and unpredictable situations ([@B44]), the relevance of cognitive functions becomes very clear. In this context, it should also be noted that it is not exclusively a matter of cooling the Hot EF. The crucial question is the role of Hot EF in the interaction with Cool EF and their developmental trajectories. In addition, the decision-making behavior of players, in particular toward the end of the game or in tense game situations, is additionally influenced by physical ([@B92]) and cognitive fatigue ([@B91]). Depending on the personality structure, these conditions may effect the athlete's self-regulation ([@B26]) in terms of the motivational level, impulsive and reckless decisions, uncontrolled emotional reactions to a provocation of an opponent (e.g., the head-butt of Zinedine Zidane in the soccer world cup 2006) or violence against referees ([@B1]). Further incidents on German football pitches show that violence against referees can no longer be dismissed as isolated actions. All these examples are related to impulsivity and self-control, which seem to pass through a sensitive phase in adolescents ([@B93]; [@B119]; [@B12]). They are of great importance in all age groups, and not only in sports ([@B21]). The overgeneralized and deliberately exaggerated statement "Adolescents have no Prefrontal Cortex" (PFC; [@B12], p. 3) -- a brain area that plays a key role in brain networks underlying EF and self-control ([@B119]; [@B31]) -- highlights this point of view.

Regarding individual performance levels, several studies showed that elite athletes outperform amateur athletes and non-athletes in EF ([@B108]; [@B48]; [@B44]), but to our knowledge, no study examined both Hot and Cool EF in adolescent athletes. Based on this current state of research and the relevance described above, this study examines Hot and Cool EFs during the developmentally sensitive period of adolescence comparing different types of sport (open- vs.- closed skills), and levels of expertise (elite vs. amateur athletes).

Hot and Cool Executive Functions: What Are They? {#S1.SS1}
------------------------------------------------

Self-regulation is a general ability to focus one's attention on relevant aspects, to regulate current emotions, to suppress urgent impulses and to control behavior in a targeted and situation-adapted way ([@B18]). One research strand deals mainly with the cool, cognitive aspects of self-regulation. These include cognitive psychology -- with its main representative [@B4] and [@B5] -- and neuropsychology with [@B60]. On the other hand, a temperament based "Hot" approach deals predominantly with the emotional-motivational aspects of self-regulation ([@B83]; [@B22]; [@B121]).

The EF's, too, are a collective term, under which a broad spectrum of cognitive abilities are summarized, which are always needed when one wants to deviate from familiar everyday routines ([@B32]). On the one hand, this includes complex processes such as planning and monitoring the results and objectives of one's own actions. More frequently, however, basal cognitive abilities are examined, whereby three EF are usually used, which [@B60] postulate: (1) Inhibition describes the ability to suppress predominant reaction tendencies; (2) Updating describes the processes of continuous monitoring and updating of working memory contents, and (3) Shifting includes the ability to change mentally between different tasks. The tripartite factor structure found by [@B60] in their student sample has already been reproduced several times in young adults (e.g., [@B47]), older adults (e.g., [@B105]), children and adolescents (e.g., [@B82]; [@B54]; [@B103]; [@B11]).

In addition to these "Cool," cognitive EF, Effortful Control forms the "Warm/Hot," emotional-motivational second component of self-regulation. Effortful control is understood by [@B83] as the ability to suppress dominant responses and/or activate less dominant responses. According to this definition, the term Effortful Control should be equated with the construct of self-regulation *per se* or with EF ([@B18]). Such an equation, however, does not do justice to the use of the terms in many studies. Effortful control is more often understood as self-regulation concentrated on emotions and motivations, in contrast to an executive self-regulatory component focused on cognitive processes ([@B121]). [@B120] introduced a similar distinction between a cognitive and an affective component in 2002 -- albeit in relation to EF: they described the cognitive processes required for abstract tasks as "Cool EF" and the regulation processes in affect-loaded situations as "Hot EF." Following this terminology, the cognitive facet of self-regulation is referred to as "Cool" EF and the emotional-motivational component as "Hot" Effortful control.

EF and Effortful Control were mostly researched separately due to the different research directions. Only few studies have investigated both aspects together in a sporting context ([@B41]; [@B76]; [@B55]; [@B71]), or they focus on special populations outside the sport context (e.g., ADHD: [@B36]; [@B3]; [@B90]; Autism Spectrum Disorder: [@B122]; [@B53]; childhood obsessive-compulsive disorder: [@B45]). While measures of Cool EF are strongly correlated, [@B75] found no significant relationship between Hot and Cool EF measures in a group of 12 to 17-year-old boys and girls outside the sports context. Furthermore, from a current review there is little support for significant sex differences in Cool EF ([@B39]).

Role of Executive Functions in Elite Sport {#S1.SS2}
------------------------------------------

The distinction between open- and closed-skills sports seems to be an interesting approach for differentiated statements on the relationship between athletic performance and the performance in EF ([@B111]; [@B100]). Closed skills are characterized by relatively stable environmental conditions and repetitive movement patterns, as is the case with swimming or jogging. Skills that are predominantly executed in sports such as team handball, soccer, fencing or tennis, which require a constant adaptation to changing and unpredictable environmental conditions as well direct interactions with opponents, are referred to as open-skills sports ([@B69]; [@B44]; [@B23]). Therefore, executing open skills in a functional context requires a high level of visual attention, the ability to make quick and flexible decisions, and fast movement execution ([@B98]; [@B101]). Thus, sports with predominantly open skills are cognitively more demanding than sports with closed skills. This leads to the assumption that athletes from sports with open skills who are constantly confronted with these cognitive stimuli should have better sport relevant cognitive performance ([@B110]; [@B78]; [@B102]; [@B23]). This assumption is countered by studies in which closed-skills sports such as endurance running and cycling lead to significant improvements in EF (c.f. reviews, [@B89]; [@B7]; [@B28]). For example, [@B111] examined inhibitory control (stop-signal task) with *n* = 60 male students (*n* = 20 tennis players, *n* = 20 swimmers, *n* = 20 sedentary controls). The tennis players achieved significantly shorter reaction times compared to swimmers and sedentary controls, while there were no significant differences between swimmers and sedentary controls. It should be noted, however, that it is methodologically difficult to clearly distinguish between open- and closed-skills sports, since in, e.g., soccer, in addition to the open skills, closed skills are also used, which underlines the importance to control for confounders like the fitness level or training hours ([@B112]; [@B23]).

With regard to the current state of research on EF in sports, studies focused in particular on athletes of open-skill sports such as table tennis ([@B23]), ice hockey, rugby ([@B27]), track-and-field ([@B88]), and soccer ([@B108], [@B109]; [@B106], [@B107]; [@B44]) with the focus on the comparison of Cool EF in elite and sub-elite (amateur) athletes. Although "\[...\] there is no hard evidence that expert athletes have superior basic cognitive abilities compared to normal, physically active controls \[...\]" ([@B23], p. 2), the aforementioned studies as well as two meta-analytic reviews ([@B110]; [@B84]) concluded, that the level of athletic performance and the type of sport have a positive effect (with small to medium effect-sizes) on multiple subdomains of cognitive functions (Cool EF), based on non-sport specific tests.

While for Cool EF many studies confirm these findings, little is known about the significance of Hot EF in the sports context. This is the case, although Hot EF play an important role in situations, where decisions with emotional consequences need to be made and the emotional processes controlled ([@B51]; [@B95]). Decision-making as a central feature of sports situations requires a constant control of impulses ([@B111]), and the regulation of impulsivity ([@B38]) in order to filter out the relevant information in emotionally arousing and complex situation under time pressure, and to weigh the risk of different solutions with the greatest prospect of success. On the one hand, emotions have an important influence on athletic performance ([@B52]), but a certain level of positive emotional arousal also contributes to athletic performance ([@B72]). On the other hand, it is known from research on decision-making that the decision-making process can be impaired in emotionally arousing situations, especially among adolescents ([@B104]). Adolescence, in turn is characterized by sensitivity to impulsivity ([@B56]) and challenging phases of emotion regulation ([@B117]), that promote risky behavior ([@B40]), which is more pronounced in boys ([@B16]; [@B81]). Although impulsivity is multidimensional and decision-making is a complex process, there appears to be a close interaction in adolescence. In this regard, [@B79] and [@B81] respectively subdivide impulsivity into the three forms *sensation seeking*, *impatience* and *acting without thinking*, the last two being related to low EF. [@B30] also confirm the interaction between impulsivity and EF by showing that impulsivity is a predictor of EF in college students. In particular, *acting without thinking*, also known as motor impulsivity ([@B80]), seems to be important in sports, as it means a weak ability to consider different alternatives in, e.g., complex game situations or to be "mindless" at a party the night before an important competition. In addition, the relevance of *impatience* is given when a player has to decide between a fast, but risky shot at the goal or a trained tactically smart move in interaction with the teammates.

[@B81] suggest the interaction of experience and brain development, e.g., the PFC and brain networks in this area as an important reason why adolescents react sensitively to impulsivity and tend to make more thoughtless and risky decisions. This is in accordance with the understanding of an experienced-based development of EF ([@B64]). It should be noted that many findings support the understanding of a sensitive phase in adolescents on a structural, functional and behavioral level. However, [@B81] emphasize, that impulsivity varies from individual to individual and some conclusions drawn are the result of the stereotype "\[...\] the adolescent as impulsive and lacking in cognitive control" ([@B81], p. 24).

In summary, despite the importance of Hot and Cold EF in sports, there are no studies to date that have investigated the association between Hot and Cold EF in young athletes. Therefore, the goal of this study was to investigate possible differences in Hot and Cool EF between close- skills sports (track-and-field) and open-skills sports (team handball), taking into account performance level (elite vs. amateur) and sex. Based on what we know from previous studies, we hypothesized that elite athletes would show better results than amateurs in both Cool and Hot EF. Regarding the sport type, we assume that open-skills sport athletes outperform closed-skills sport athletes in cognitive performance and that the differences between elite athletes and amateurs are less pronounced in the open-skill sports. Taking into account the findings on the sex-specific development of EF, impulsivity and risk taking behavior ([@B16]; [@B81]; [@B39]), we do not expect significant differences between girls and boys in Cool EF, but we do expect significant differences in Hot EF.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

A total of 86 boys and girls between 13 and 15 years of age (mean age: 14.0, *SD*: 0.79) participated in the current study. Of these, 19 adolescents are elite team handball players (competing at the D-regional-squad and D-national-squad) and 27 age-matched amateur team handball players with handball experience of 3 to 13 years, practice of 1--5 days a week for 90 to 120 min. Twenty-one track-and-field athletes from the D-national-squad were included in the elite group, and another 19 age-matched subjects competed on an amateur level. The track-and-field group had an overall experience of 2 to 13 years, practice on one to five times a week for 90 to 120 min.

Instruments {#S2.SS2}
-----------

This subsection will describe the instruments used in the present study. Hot EF were assessed using the Game of Dice Task (GDT; [@B9]). [@B60] suggest that working memory, inhibition, and cognitive flexibility are three central aspects of EF. Based on this, we decided to assess Cool EF with a n-back task ([@B118]), a modified Flanker-task ([@B88]), the Trail-Making-Test ([@B77]), and the Trail-Walking-Test ([@B86]). Two established self-report measures of impulsivity, the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale ([@B114]) and the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-15; [@B73]) were also administered.

### Cognitive Measures {#S2.SS2.SSS1}

The *Game of Dice Task* (GDT; [@B9]) was used to measure decision making under risk. Participants are asked to maximize their fictive starting capital of €1000 within 18 dice throws. Subjects bet which number will be thrown by a single dice in order to maximize their starting capital. The bet can be placed on a single number or on a combination of two, three, or four numbers. Each choice is associated with fictive gains and losses depending on the probability of the occurrence of the choice: €1000 gain/loss for the choice of a single number (winning probability 1:6), €500 gain/loss for two numbers (winning probability 2:6), €200 gain/loss for three numbers (winning probability 3:6), or €100 gain/loss for four numbers (winning probability 4:6). Participants receive feedback (gain or loss) for their previous decision in a visual way, and the changed capital is shown. To analyze the risky decision making, we classified the choices of three or four number combinations as "non-risky" (winning probability of 50% and higher), and the choices of one or two numbers as "risky" (winning probability of less than 50%). We calculated a net score by subtracting the number of risky choices from the number of non-risky choices, as done in several other studies that used this task. A positive net score indicates advantageous choice behavior (range: −18 to 18).

We used the *n-back task* introduced by [@B118]. Each subject was given trials grouped in blocks, with 36 trials/block. Each trial consisted of a visual presentation of a letter for 500 ms followed by an interstimulus interval of 1500 ms. Subjects were instructed to press a target button as soon as possible for each trial in which the letter shown was the same as the letter shown n trials previously, and to press a non-target button otherwise. For the 0-back, targets were each occurrence of the letter "a." Target responses were set to occur with 50% frequency, with accuracy computed as the number of correct responses divided by the number of trials. Subjects were given blocks of 0-back, 1-back, and 2-back. They were instructed to perform the tasks to the best of their ability, emphasizing accuracy over reaction time when possible.

Inhibition was assessed by performance during a *modified flanker task* ([@B25]; [@B88]). The stimuli were presented using E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, United States) on a 17-in computer monitor. Responses were registered using a standard QWERTZ keyboard. Participants sat approximately 70 cm away from the screen. During the task, participants attended to a centrally presented target stimulus (Chinese letters) amid an array of laterally presented flanking stimuli. During the compatible version of the task (all signs point in to the same direction; ![](fpsyg-11-00694-in001.jpg)), participants were required to press "L." During the incompatible condition (![](fpsyg-11-00694-in002.jpg), participants were required to press "S." Five letter stimuli, measuring 4.5 cm tall and separated by 1 cm were presented for 750 ms on a white background. Participants were instructed to ignore the outside letters and to respond only to the central letter. A randomized inter-stimulus interval of 400 to 1200 ms was used, and both the number of trials within each condition and the frequency of target direction were equiprobable, with randomly presented trials within each task block. Participants were administered four blocks of 32 trials for each compatibility condition and given a brief break and encouragement between each block. For all analyses, individual trials with RT's outside the 200--1650 ms post-stimulus onset window and incorrect trials were excluded from the RT analysis ([@B116]).

The *Trail-Making-Test* (TMT; [@B77]) was used to assess EF. The reliability and validity of the TMT are well-established. The paper and pencil test consists of two parts. Part A requires the serial connection of numbers (1 to 25) randomly distributed on a white sheet of paper. Part A (TMT-A) assesses attention, visual scanning, motor speed and coordination. During part B (TMT-B), participants are asked to connect randomly positioned numbers (1 to 13) and letters (A to L) in an ascending number-letter sequence (1-A-2-B- etc.). The TMT-B assesses mental flexibility and working memory in addition to the abilities assessed by part A ([@B8]). The trials were timed using a stopwatch to the nearest 0.01 s. Due to the longer total trail length of TMT B compared to TMT A ([@B35]) we report the speed (cm/s) instead of the total duration. Additionally, we used a difference score (TMT-B-A) calculated by subtracting TMT-A from TMT-B. The TMT-B-A/A score is used to adjust the test time by the common motor speed element, resulting in a more accurate measure of the complex processes of cognitive flexibility and set shifting unique to TMT-B ([@B14]). These newly calculated variables represent the so-called Dual Task Effects (DTE).

To examine mobility and at the same time the use of cognitive skills such as visual scanning, vigilance, attention, and problem solving we used a dual task test. The *Trail-Walking-Test* (TWT; [@B86]) is based on the idea of the paper-and-pencil Trail Making Test, participants walk along a fixed pathway (TWT A), step on targets with increasing sequential numbers (i.e., 1-2-3; TWT B), and increasing sequential numbers and letters (i.e., 1-A-2-B-3-C; TWT C). Cones with numbers and/or letters are placed randomly at each of the 15 positions in a 16-m2 area (4 m × 4 m). A 30-cm diameter circle was drawn around each cone. Passage was considered to be successful when the participant stepped on the circle around the cones. The trials were timed using a stopwatch to the nearest 0.01 s following a standard procedure. The TWT was performed three times in each condition. Similar to the procedure of the TMT, the DTE were also calculated for TWT A and TWT B. To ensure consistency and to minimize errors, all trials of the TMT and TWT for all athletes were stopped by the research assistant.

### Impulsivity Measures {#S2.SS2.SSS2}

The *UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale* ([@B114], German version [@B85]) distinguishes between four dimensions of impulsivity: (1) urgency, the tendency to act rashly under conditions of negative or positive effect (12 items), (2) premeditation, the tendency to reflect on the consequences of an act before engaging in that act (11 items), (3) perseverance, an individual's ability to remain focused on a task that may be boring or difficult (10 items) and (4) sensation seeking (12 items), the tendency to enjoy and pursue activities that are exciting and openness toward novel experiences that may be dangerous. Each item on the UPPS is rated on a four-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree). For each facet, higher scores indicate a higher level of impulsivity. The final questionnaire consists of 45 items and the factor structure was validated with confirmatory factor analysis. The German version of the UPPS scale in this study shows also reliable (Cronbach's α: urgency 0.76; Premeditation 0.76; perseverance 0.77; sensation seeking 0.81) and valid acquisition of the hypothesized impulsivity facets ([@B49]).

The *Barratt Impulsiveness Scale-15* (BIS-15; [@B94]; German version [@B59]) is a scale that has been used to assess psychological profiles and emotional regulation in risk taking sports ([@B13]), and professional fighters ([@B6]). The BIS-15 is 15-item a self-report measure that is rated on a four-point scale from 1 (rarely/never) to 4 (nearly always/always), with composite scores ranging from 15 to 60. The measure assesses various aspects of impulsivity on three scales: (a) attentional impulsiveness (5 items), defined as a tendency toward quick reactions and lack of attention and cognitive control; (b) motor impulsiveness (5 items), measuring behavioral spontaneousness such as buying things spontaneously, and (c) non-planning impulsiveness (5 items), describing a lack of action planning on the level of a general attitude toward life, such as a low interest in one's future. Moderate internal consistency has been found for the BIS-15 in this study (Cronbach's α: non-planning impulsivity 0.67; motor impulsivity 0.67; attentional impulsivity 0.57); validity support exists with EFs ([@B94]).

Procedure {#S2.SS3}
---------

Prior to inclusion in the study, all participants signed an informed consent form. All assessments were conducted in accordance with ethical rules for research in human subjects following the Declaration of Helsinki (Edinburgh, 2000), World Medicine Association^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^. Subjects were assessed in one session; all participants started with the neuropsychological assessment, followed by the questionnaire measures. To avoid effects of the testing order within the neuropsychological assessment, two different testing orders were applied (Hot EF testing at the beginning vs. at the end). Participants were allocated randomly and counterbalanced. No significant influence of the testing order was observed. The session was conducted on a comfortable adequately illuminated room. The session had an approximate duration of 60 min. All tests were administered by a research assistant.

Data Analysis {#S2.SS4}
-------------

Statistical analyses were implemented on SPSS v.25 and AMOS 25.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, United States). We first explored dependent variables to examine missing data points, normality of distributions (tested by Kolmogorov--Smirnov tests), and presence of outliers.

A 2-vector scoring procedure of the flanker-task as well as the n-back-task, which uses both accuracy and reaction time, was applied on the basis of NIH Toolbox system ([@B66]), where each of these "vectors" ranges in value between 0 and 5. The accuracy score is calculated by 0.15625 (Flanker) or 0.1388 (n-back) points multiplied by the number of correct responses. The median reaction time values are generated using only trials with correct responses. Identical to the accuracy scores, reaction time scores range from 0 to 5 points. Because reaction time data tends to have a positively skewed distribution, a log (Base 10) transformation is be applied to each participant's median reaction time score to create a more normal distribution of scores. The minimum RT for scoring was set to 400 ms for the Flanker and 300 ms for the n-back task, and the maximum RT for scoring is 800 ms for the Flanker task and 1300 ms for the n-back task. The following formula was used for rescaling:
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After the RT scores are calculated, they are combined with the accuracy scores. If a participant's accuracy scores are less than 80%, the final calculated score is equal to the accuracy score. However, if the accuracy score is greater than 80%, the accuracy and response time scores are combined. The calculated score combines the two vector scores and is between 0 and 10.

To determine effects of type of sport and expertise level on performance on the cognitive tasks, univariate ANCOVAs were used with sex, training experience, and training duration as covariates. Where a significant effect was found, subsequent simple contrasts (elite athletes vs. amateurs, open-skills sport vs. closed-skills sport) were performed. We used Bonferroni correction to control for multiple comparisons, resulting in corrected alpha level of 0.004 (i.e., 0.05/12).

A structural equation model was created to examine the relationship between Hot and Cool EF and impulsivity, which was calculated using AMOS 25.0. The most robust method, the maximum likelihood method, was used as the estimation model ([@B97]). In order to investigate the structure of the overall model and to determine the overall variance explanation contribution (R^2^), due to the large number of predictors, only those variables were included from each predictor group that could make a significant explanation contribution in their respective predictor group. Following the [@B97], several indices are used as model fit indices. In detail, these are the Chi-square statistics, the Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) and Bentler's Comparative Fit Index (CFI). A statistically significant chi-square test value is to be taken as an indication of poor model fit. For the other indices, a good fit is assumed for values above 0.90 (see [@B43]).

Results {#S3}
=======

Participants {#S3.SS1}
------------

Regarding the variables of the sports biography, we found significant differences in sporting experience between the skill groups as well as expertise level in terms of years of training \[SPT: *F*(1,82) = 15.2, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.156; E: *F*(1,82) = 10.8, *p* = 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.116\] and training duration \[main sport; SPT: *F*(1,82) = 5.89, *p* = 0.017, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.067; E: *F*(1,82) = 71.5, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.466\]. In addition, a significant difference between the sports type was found for training duration in additional sports \[*F*(1,82) = 8.62, *p* = 0.004, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.095\], which is defined as the average value (min/week) of up to three other sports. Furthermore, there was a significant difference for expertise level for BMI percentile \[*F*(1,82) = 12.5, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.132\], but not for the type of sport. No individuals reported having a history of neurological problems or cardiovascular diseases, nor were any taking any medications that affect cognitive functions. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the participant's characteristics.

###### 

Group means (± SD) of the characteristics of the open skills sport players, and the closed skills sport athletes according to their expertise level.

                                                  Closed-skills group (Track-and-Field)   Open-skills group (Team handball)   Statistical analysis                                   
  ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------- -------- -------- ----
  Age (years)                                     14.2 ± 0.79                             13.5 ± 0.68                         14.0 ± 0.81            14.1 ± 0.74   ns       ns       \*
  Sex                                             10 M, 9 F                               10 M, 11 F                          12 M, 15 F             11 M, 8 F     ns       ns       ns
  Height (cm)                                     168 ± 8.57                              171 ± 8.21                          168 ± 7.67             170 ± 8.17    ns       ns       ns
  Weight (kg)                                     54.9 ± 9.95                             58.9 ± 10.3                         54.3 ± 8.61            61.1 ± 10.3   ns       \*       ns
  BMI (kg/m^2^)                                   19.3 ± 2.43                             20.0 ± 2.35                         19.1 ± 1.92            21.2 ± 2.20   ns       \*\*     ns
  BMI percentile                                  44.5 ± 23.9                             57.0 ± 23.3                         43.8 ± 22.0            65.4 ± 18.8   ns       \*\*\*   ns
  Training experience (years)                     5.11 ± 2.13                             6.76 ± 2.39                         7.07 ± 1.52            7.63 ± 1.57   \*\*\*   \*\*\*   ns
  Training duration main sport (min/week)         254 ± 101                               472 ± 102                           228 ± 83.7             390 ± 130     \*       \*\*\*   ns
  Training duration additional sport (min/week)   36.3 ± 67.5                             65.2 ± 76.3                         18.9 ± 37.3            11.1 ± 33.5   \*\*     ns       ns

SPT, sport type; E, expertise; \* p \< 0.05; \*\* p \< 0.01; \*\*\* p \< 0.001.

Cognitive Measures {#S3.SS2}
------------------

### The Game of Dice Task {#S3.SS2.SSS1}

Inspection of the GDT net score ranges indicated that especially athletes from track-and-field performed poorly (i.e., negative net score with a majority of disadvantageous choices). Twelve participants from closed-skills sport (30%), but only eight open-skills sport athletes (17.4%) had a negative net score on the GDT.

A 2 × 2 ANCOVA computed for the GDT netscore as dependent variable and type of sport and expertise level as independent variables controlled for sex, training experience, and training duration revealed a significant main effect of sex \[*F*(1,79) = 6.96, *p* = 0.010, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.081\], indicating an advantageous choice behavior in girls (8.56 ± 8.09) compared to the boys (3.72 ± 8.81). A trend toward a significant interaction was found for type of sport by expertise level, \[*F*(1,79) = 3.00, *p* = 0.087, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.037\]. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} indicates no differences between amateurs and elite athletes from open-skills sport in contrast to a poorer performance of amateurs compared to elite athletes from closed-skills sport. There were no main effects for type of sport, expertise level, training experience or training duration.

![The Game of Dice Task: net differences scores (advantageous choices--disadvantageous choices; mean, SD) across amateur and elite athletes from closed- and open-skills sports.](fpsyg-11-00694-g001){#F1}

### N-Back Task {#S3.SS2.SSS2}

Scores on the 0-back, 1-back, and the 2-back task are plotted in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Repeated measures ANCOVA computed for the n-back scores as dependent variables and type of sport, expertise level as independent variables controlled for sex, training experience, and training duration revealed a significant main effect for task difficulty, \[*F*(1.50,118) = 11.6, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.128\]. *Post hoc* tests demonstrated that scores were highest in the easiest task, the 0-back task (8.75 ± 1.34), and lowest for the hardest, the 2-back task (2.81 ± 1.37). Additionally, we found a significant influence of training experience on n-back task difficulty, \[*F*(1.50,118) = 3.46, *p* = 0.044, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.042\], indicating better working memory performance with a higher number of years of training experience. There were no effects for type of sport, expertise level, sex or training experience across the three conditions. The reaction times and accuracy for the n-back Task is presented in [Supplementary Figure S1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Performance of the composite score on the n-back Task as a function of expertise and type of sport (\*\**p* \< 0.01).](fpsyg-11-00694-g002){#F2}

### Flanker Task {#S3.SS2.SSS3}

Scores were submitted to a 2 × 2 mixed-model ANCOVA, with condition (congruent or incongruent) as within-subjects factors, and type of sport and expertise level as between-subjects factors controlled for sex, training experience, and training duration. We found no main effects for condition, type of sport or level of expertise: athletes from the open-skills group were not faster than athletes from closed-skills group; elite athletes were not faster than amateurs (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). No effects were found for sex, training experience, and training duration. The reaction times and accuracy for the Flanker Task is presented in [Supplementary Figure S2](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Performance of the composite score on the Flanker Task as a function of expertise and type of sport.](fpsyg-11-00694-g003){#F3}

### Trail-Making-Test {#S3.SS2.SSS4}

Repeated measures ANCOVA computed for the TMT A and TMT B times as dependent variables and type of sport, expertise level as independent variables controlled for sex, training experience, and training duration revealed a significant main effect for task difficulty, \[*F*(1,79) = 8.04, *p* = 0.006, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.092\] indicating longer durations on the more difficult task. *Post hoc* analysis showed a significant main effect of sex for TMT A \[*F*(1,79) = 6.06, *p* = 0.016, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.071\] as well as TMT B \[*F*(1,79) = 6.17, *p* = 0.015, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.072\], indicating better performances in girls (TMT A 9.86 ± 2.46; TMT B 5.38 ± 1.43) compared to boys (TMT A 8.66 ± 2.23; TMT B 4.71 ± 1.23). There were no main effects for expertise, type of sport, training experience, and training duration, nor were there any interaction effects for expertise level by type of sport (see [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, no significant main effects or interactions could be found for the DTE.

![Trail-Making-Test (mean, SD), and DTEs across athletes from closed- and open-skills sports.](fpsyg-11-00694-g004){#F4}

### Trail-Walking-Test {#S3.SS2.SSS5}

Repeated measures ANCOVA computed for the TWT walking speeds as dependent variables and type of sport, expertise level as independent variables controlled for sex, training experience, and training duration revealed a significant main effect for task difficulty, \[*F*(2,158) = 20.4, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.205\]. *Post hoc* tests demonstrated that speeds were highest in the easiest task, the Trail-Tracing-task task (2.24 ± 0.31 m/s), and lowest for the hardest, the TWT B task (1.32 ± 0.33 m/s) (see [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, there was a significant task difficulty by sex interaction, \[*F*(2,158) = 5.49, *p* = 0.005, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.065\], indicating that boys outperform girls but only in the easiest condition. We also found a significant task difficulty by type of sport interaction, \[*F*(2,158) = 6.60, *p* = 0.002, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.077\] showing that athletes from open-skills sports outperform athletes from the closed-skills group, but only in the TWT B. Further *post hoc*-tests showed significant effects for the level of expertise with elite athletes outperforming amateurs in all three conditions (TWT motor: 2.43 ± 0.26 vs. 2.06 ± 0.25; TWT A: 1.75 ± 0.34 vs. 1.50 ± 0.24; TWT B: 1.41 ± 0.39 vs. 1.24 ± 0.25).

![Performance of the Trail-Walking-Test (mean, SD) as a function of expertise and type of sport (^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01).](fpsyg-11-00694-g005){#F5}

Repeated measures ANCOVA computed for the DTEs of the TWT A and B as dependent variables and type of sport, expertise level as independent variables controlled for sex, training experience, and training duration revealed a significant main effect for task difficulty, \[*F*(1,79) = 4.98, *p* = 0.028, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.059\]. *Post hoc* tests demonstrated that DTEs were higher for TWT B (−40.5 ± 13.6) compared to TWT A (−27.3 ± 12.7). In addition, there was a significant interaction task difficulty x type of sport, \[*F*(1,79) = 7.77, *p* = 0.007, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.090\], showing similar DTEs for the TWT B (−39.9 ± 12.4 vs. −41.1 ± 14.9), but lower DTEs for the athletes from the open-skill group (−23.8 ± 11.4) compared to the closed-skill group (−31.3 ± 13.1) (see [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Dual Task Effects for the Trail-Walking-Test as a function of expertise and type of sport (^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01).](fpsyg-11-00694-g006){#F6}

Impulsivity {#S3.SS3}
-----------

Scores from the dimensions "non-planning impulsivity," and "motor impulsivity" of the BIS-15 proved unrelated for type of sport and expertise level (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). However, an ANCOVA showed a main effect of sex with boys scoring higher than girls on the subscale attentional impulsivity (10.0 ± 2.37 vs. 9.0 ± 2.12; \[*F*(1,79) = 6.32, *p* = 0.014, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.074\]). Furthermore, an ANCOVA revealed a significant type of sport by expertise interaction for the Barratt Attentional subscale \[*F*(1,79) = 7.85, *p* = 0.006, $_{\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}}$ = 0.090\] with elite athletes from closed-skills sport showing higher attentional impulsivity than amateurs while elite athletes in open-skills sport exhibit lower attentional impulsivity than amateurs. The same type of sport by expertise interaction was found for the Barratt total score \[*F*(1,79) = 7.78, *p* = 0.007, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.090\]. Following Cohen's interpretation of effect sizes ([@B97]) the effect size of group differences for the interaction was medium for attentional impulsivity and the total score.

###### 

Group differences in impulsivity measures.

                                     Closed skills sport (track-and-field)   Open skills sport (team handball)   Statistical analysis                                  
  ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------- ------ ---- ---- --------
  ***BIS-15***                                                                                                                                                         
  Non-planning impulsivity (5--15)   11.8 ± 1.85                             12.1 ± 2.30                         12.7 ± 2.35            11.2 ± 3.19   ns     ns   ns   ns
  Motor impulsivity (5--15)          10.6 ± 2.57                             11.9 ± 2.86                         11.3 ± 2.51            11.2 ± 2.23   ns     ns   ns   ns
  Attentional impulsivity (5--15)    8.74 ± 2.75                             10.2 ± 2.47                         10.1 ± 1.92            8.84 ± 1.83   \*     ns   ns   \*\*\*
  Total (15--60)                     31.1 ± 5.16                             34.1 ± 5.54                         34.1 ± 4.14            31.3 ± 5.61   ns     ns   ns   \*\*\*
  ***UPPS***                                                                                                                                                           
  Urgency (1--48)                    26.4 ± 5.38                             27.4 ± 4.15                         28.5 ± 5.66            29.5 ± 4.01   ns     ns   ns   ns
  Premeditation (1--44)              25.0 ± 4.43                             26.7 ± 4.09                         27.9 ± 4.45            26.4 ± 4.51   ns     ns   ns   ns
  Perseverance (1--40)               20.1 ± 3.95                             19.7 ± 3.96                         22.0 ± 4.52            21.8 ± 4.75   ns     ns   ns   ns
  Sensation seeking (1--48)          35.8 ± 5.18                             38.5 ± 5.60                         36.8 ± 6.34            38.6 ± 6.01   \*\*   ns   ns   ns

S, sex; SPT, sport type; E, expertise; \* p \< 0.05; \*\* p \< 0.01; \*\*\* p \< 0.001.

2 × 2 ANCOVAs with the covariates sex, training experience, and training duration were used to detect whether means for type of sport and expertise level were significantly different on the UPPS scales. Boys scored higher on sensation seeking than girls did (39.2 ± 5.26 vs. 35.6 ± 6.00; \[*F*(1,79) = 7.93, *p* = 0.006, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.091\]). Elite athletes did not differ significantly from amateurs, nor were there any differences between athletes from open-skills and closed-skills sports.

Relationship Between Impulsivity, Hot and Cool Executive Function {#S3.SS4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The structural equation model is shown in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Standardized regression weights are shown for associations between each variable. Poor impulsivity was associated with disadvantageous choices, yet impulsivity was not correlated with Cool EF. Associations between Hot and Cool EF did not meet the significance threshold. A non-significant chi square (χ^2^ = 1.35, *p* = 0.114), the goodness-of-fit indicators (CFI = 0.932, TLI = 0.901, SRMR = 0.07, and RMSEA = 0.064) revealed that this model had a good fit, with a reasonable number of degrees of freedom (DF = 25).

![Proposed causal paths of Hot and Cool EF and Impulsivity (standardized solution) for all athletes (*n* = 86).](fpsyg-11-00694-g007){#F7}

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Discussion of Results {#S4.SS1}
---------------------

The purpose of this study in adolescents was to examine possible differences in Hot and Cool EF between closed-skills sport (track-and-field) and open-skills sport (team handball) athletes taking into account their performance level (elite vs. amateurs) and sex.

There are a number of studies showing that elite athletes are superior to amateurs in various perceptual cognitive tasks (e.g., [@B110]; [@B84]), but without being able to present corresponding consistent findings to date ([@B23]). Regarding the Cool EF, the elite athletes in our study outperform the amateurs in all TWT conditions. Additionally, a significant influence of training experience on the working memory performance was observed, indicating better results with a higher number of training years. There are no significant differences between elite athletes and amateurs, neither for the flanker nor for the n-back task. These results are partially in line with our expectations and are not comparable to the findings of other studies in this field that compared performance in cognitive tests assessing Cool EF between expert and amateur athletes. For example, in the study by [@B44], adolescent elite soccer players outperform sub-elite soccer players in inhibitory control and cognitive flexibility, but not in working memory or metacognition. The highly talented soccer players in the study by [@B106] achieve better results in motor inhibition compared to the amateur soccer players, but not for visuospatial working memory, orienting and executive attention. One explanation for these inconsistent results could be that the sport-specific cognitive stimulation in sports are superimposed by other cognitive stimuli in school or recreational activities that enhance EF ([@B19]; [@B20]; [@B29]). This understanding seems particularly likely in children and adolescents, as sport is not practiced as a profession and thus competes with many other stimulants. All of this takes place at life stages in which the development of the brain is particularly dynamic ([@B33]; [@B67]). Regardless of the type of sport, there are no significant differences between amateur and elite athletes with regard to Hot EF in the Game of Dice Task. Also for the two questionnaires investigating subjective impulsivity, no significant differences were observed for either sport type or level of expertise.

With regard to the two different types of sport, there are two significant effects for the Cool EF. One for the TWT B and the other for the DTEs in the TWT A, whereby in both cases the athletes from the open-skills sport achieved better results. These findings are in accordance with our hypothesis and the findings of previous studies in students ([@B111]) and elderly ([@B102]; [@B100]), that athletes from open-skills sport outperform athletes from closed-skills sport. Again, the results are not as clear-cut as expected. Looking at the characteristic of the open-skills sport team handball, i.e., continuous memorization and situational application of individual and team tactical behavior in interaction with fellow players and the opposing team, cognitive skills such as mental flexibility and working memory are fundamental ([@B17]; [@B34]).

For impulsivity, as measured by the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale no significant results were found for sports type, expertise or their interaction after controlling for covariates sex, training experience, and training duration. Apart from this, the significant type of sport by expertise interactions remain difficult to interpret for the Barratt total score and the subscale attentional impulsivity. The higher values for attentional impulsivity scores for the elite athletes compared to the amateur closed-skills-sport athletes do not confirm our hypothesis and are only partially comprehensible. It is possible that this finding can be explained by the significant differences between the type of sports due to the training duration in additional sports, with higher values for the closed-skills sport elite athletes (c.f. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). It can therefore be assumed, that these athletes are confronted with more variable stimuli in different sports context, which may not result in such a clear cognitive profile. This assumption is supported by the overall higher standard deviations of the closed-skills sport athletes for the attentional impulsivity scores (c.f. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Finally, the structural equation model used to examine the interaction between Cool EF, Hot EF and impulsivity did not result in a significant relationship between Hot and Cool EF (see [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

Furthermore, no significant correlations were observed between assessments for Cool EF and Hot EF/impulsivity (see [Supplementary Table S1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, our findings confirm the results of [@B75], who found no significant relationship between Hot and Cool EF measures in a group of 12 to 17-year-old boys and girls. However, our results do not confirm the findings of [@B30], that impulsivity is a predictor of EF. With regard to the question why there is no influence of sports type and performance level, several explanatory approaches be worth considering. First, the frequently cognitive measures used may not be specific enough to identify possible sport-related cognitive improvements, or, conversely, improved sport-specific cognitive abilities may be too specific to be transferred into cognitive measures from within the sports context ([@B110]; [@B27]; [@B48]). Furthermore, according to [@B75], the development of Cool and Hot EF during adolescence is characterized by different age-related patterns, with Hot EF developing more slowly ([@B76]; [@B71]). Finally, it can be assumed that the current understanding of the decisive cognitive abilities does not correspond to sporting reality, so that the tests frequently used up to now are not sensitive enough to distinguish between elite and amateur athletes or different sports.

A decisive question is whether a certain cognitive performance level is responsible for people performing above average in certain sports or if sport-specific training shape sport-specific cognitive profiles (chicken or egg dilemma; e.g., [@B110]; [@B48]; [@B106]). This view is supported by the fact that even within one sport, different roles lead to or require specific cognitive profiles in order to be successful in this position ([@B62]). The current state of research does not allow a clear answer, but it can be assumed that both perspectives are mutually dependent. In childhood, the choice of sport is often made according to what is on offer in the city or the choice depends on friends, parents, or role models ([@B58]; [@B63]). Finally, there is no doubt cognitive functions are fundamental and play a key role in sports performance, so our results addressing type of sport and expertise should be interpreted with caution.

Already [@B110] have designated sex as an overall moderator on cognitive measures. Nevertheless, most studies in this field investigated only males (e.g., [@B111], [@B112]; [@B106]; [@B109]) or did not report sex-specific results (e.g., [@B48]; [@B23]), possibly because they were not significant or meaningful. With regard to our results regarding the influence of sex on Cool EF there are a few significant differences between girls and boys, but no clear and meaningful findings were observed. These results are not only consistent with our hypothesis, but also consistent with previous studies ([@B108]; [@B39]).

Looking at the results of the Hot EF, girls achieved significant higher net scores in the GDT, indicating a more favorable choice behavior in girls and a more risky behavior in boys. In addition, boys scored significant higher on the BIS-15 subscale attentional impulsivity, indicating a greater propensity for rapid responses, lack of attention and cognitive control. These findings are supported by the UPPS Impulsive Behavior Scale results, which show significant higher scores for sensation seeking in boys. Therefore, the results partially confirm our hypothesis and are in accordance with previous studies ([@B16]; [@B81]).

Explanatory approaches to sex differences may be found from insights of neuroanatomical studies. [@B37] report that sex-specific developmental trajectories for almost all structures are known. In girls, the maximum gray matter is reached 1--3 years earlier than in boys. According to [@B99], brain volume and gray matter in the frontal and parietal lobes of girls develop faster than in boys, but linearly until adolescence. The cerebellar, frontal and parietal lobes are areas most often associated with EF (see systematic review of [@B68]). Also in the study by [@B46], in which *n* = 949 children and adolescents between the ages eight and 22 years were examined, sex-specific differences are attributed to different brain sub-networks and connectivity's. Nevertheless, it remains unclear what these results mean at the behavioral level. At the behavioral level, [@B10] explain possible sex-specific results in EF by the fact that girls tend to be more cautious and conscientious, which is also supported by [@B113].

Discussion of Methods {#S4.SS2}
---------------------

One of our central questions is whether elite athletes and amateurs differ in general cognitive abilities or in certain sport-specific cognitive abilities. In taking a closer look at the current state of research, two different approaches are applied. According to [@B110], sports training is a form of cognitive training that leads to better neuronal connectivity and plasticity and thus to improved general cognitive performance ("Cognitive Component Skill Approach"). However, this approach neglects the complex environment (specific to sports games), which also seems important to support the superiority of experts. The "Expert Performance Approach" ([@B57]; [@B115]), on the other hand, is an approach in which cognitive performance is examined in an ecologically valid and sports-specific environment and is thus representative of the specific domain of an expert. In order to be able to show clear differences between elite athletes and amateurs, sport-specific tasks with cognitive requirements that are also needed during sport are probably more suitable. Thus, the specificity of the tasks seems to play an important role in expertise research. Based on our results, a shift in the field of expertise research is necessary, which does not exclusively consider Cool EF, but instead also uses Hot EF within the "Expert Performance Approach" and the "Cognitive Component Skill Approach."

In order to increase the above mentioned specificity of the tasks and to be able to observe the expertise effects more sensitively, one possibility is to think about how Cool EF tasks can be transformed into Hot EF tasks. One approach would be to select stimuli that trigger emotions. For example, faces are considered to be a special type of stimuli ([@B50]) that very quickly convey emotions through different facial expressions. In addition to the appropriate selection of affective objects (e.g., faces) or situations (e.g., excessive harshness), the context in which information is received may vary depending on the relationship to persons, their personal history and other environmental conditions. Another possibility would be to generate frustration by giving false "right/wrong" feedback on the accuracy of the response. Thus, if a good performance in a reaction time experiment (e.g., flanker task) is expected from individuals, frustration may be caused by unexpected false negative feedback regarding this performance (e.g., [@B2]). For this transformation, however, the necessary and sufficient conditions must be defined for what qualifies a task as Hot or Cool. Assuming a continuum, each task individually has a more or less significant proportion of Hot EF requirements ([@B74]). It would be helpful to have clear criteria so that EF tasks are not randomly arranged along this Hot-Cool continuum. Due to the small number of studies dealing with this topic, there are currently no clear criteria for allocation within this continuum. In this respect, the central question remains which aspects of a task need to be manipulated to trigger certain processes (Hot or Cool processes). Without being able to answer this question conclusively, we propose a 4-Dimensional classification of experimental paradigms, in which we differentiate between tasks of different specificity (general vs. sport-specific), between Cool and Hot EF, and between task complexity (simple Cool EF: inhibition, working memory, shifting/flexibility; simple Hot EF: inhibitory control, attention control, attention shifting; complex EF: planning, problem-solving, error monitoring, updating, organizing, setting goals, creativity, cognitive regulation; complex Hot EF: delay of gratification, error monitoring, persistence, willpower, coping, resilience, emotion regulation). In addition to this three-dimensional division, we can distinguish between dominantly open (e.g., team soccer, team handball) or closed sports skills (e.g., athletics) (see [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Proposed four-dimensional classification multicomponent system to examine expertise effects in sport.](fpsyg-11-00694-g008){#F8}

Such a task specificity classification makes it possible to better classify and generalize study results and to provide differentiated recommendations for training and research. It is quite conceivable that the studies with the general "Cognitive Component Skill Approach" may lead to inconsistent results, because the emotional component that arises from the respective sport is missing. Presumably, the expertise effect becomes clearer when the spectrum shifts from sport-specific Cool to Hot functions. According to this argumentation, one would expect the most significant differences in the "Expert Performance Approach" with sport-specific complex Hot EF. Moreover, this is especially the case if one can clearly distinguish between the different levels of expertise.

In this context, the concept of expertise is another important aspect to be considered. [@B96] created a classification system of sports expertise samples that distinguishes four types of elite competitive athletes. This classification allows an operational definition of expertise in a further continuum of "eliteness" in order to be able to classify the results of studies as transparently as possible. The authors thus make an initial proposal on how a valid expert sample can be selected for future research (p. 11). Central variables of this definition within a sports comparison (highest standard of performance, success at the athlete's highest level and experience at the athlete's highest level) are taken into account in our sample. The variables between the sports comparisons (Competitiveness of sport in athlete's country, global competitiveness of sport) are not taken into account since all athletes were recruited in Germany. [@B84] also call for clarification of the terms "expert" and "elite." According to [@B24], expertise is defined by the amount of deliberate practice. The "elite" athletes are categorized as those who compete at the highest level of competition in their respective sport, which makes it possible to differentiate between competition levels. The authors use the terms high-performance athletes and low-performance athletes, so this approach is consistent with the proposal of [@B96], who consider both aspects (experience and competition level). [@B84] noted that a differentiation based on experience might not be sufficient to distinguish between high-performance athletes and semi-professional athletes. For future research, they recommend assigning athletes to the high performance level via the elite instead of the expert definition (p. 848).

Conclusion {#S5}
==========

The aim of this study was to investigate possible differences in Hot and Cool EF between close- skills sports and open-skills sports, taking into account performance level and controlling for sex, training experience, and training duration. Although a significant overall effect for expertise in favor of elite athletes was observed, we did not identify main effects for type of sport or an interaction for expertise x type of sport for Cool and Hot EF. In conclusion, the results are not as clear cut as one might have been expected from previous studies. In particular with regard to methodological aspects, we see great potential to make progress in this field, which is why we proposed a 4-D classification of experimental paradigms.

As mentioned above, it is difficult to determine whether those athletes who perform better in their EF remain and establish themselves in sport, or whether better performance in their EF is due to sporting demands \[nature vs. nurture problem; "which came first, the potential athlete with a particular profile of cognitive abilities, or the potential athlete that acquires a particular cognitive skill set as a result of experience-dependent learning and brain plasticity" ([@B110], p. 823)\]. It is about the source (e.g., genetic, frequencies and intensities of deliberate practice) of expertise. In this context, it is discussed whether better cognitive functions contribute to athletes becoming elite athletes or whether constant exposure in a cognitively demanding sports situation leads to better trained cognitive functions ([@B61]; [@B48]; [@B106]; [@B23]). For this purpose and with regard to the performance of the EF, longitudinal studies are necessary to compare the degree of expertise. In addition, longitudinal studies could examine the influence of expertise and type of sport on the developmental trajectories of EF (both Cool and Hot) in adolescents. Previous studies of the developmental trajectories of Hot and Cool EF show that age-related improvements in Cool EF can be observed as early as childhood at the age of 8 to 13 years, while improvements in Hot EF tend to be gradual and occur later in adolescence, typically from around 14 years of age ([@B15]; [@B42]; [@B76]; [@B75]). [@B75] also argues that while the Cool EF follows a linear developmental trend, the Hot EF follows a bell-shaped curve, leading to a susceptibility to risky decisions in mid-adolescence (14--15 years). Against this background, it seems necessary to use a variety of sports and comprehensive neuropsychological methods with Cool and Hot EF to cover a broad spectrum of cognitive abilities in order to investigate the relationship between expertise or sport and cognitive performance. In the recently published meta-analysis by [@B84], the authors recommend using cognitive test methods for scouting and screening sports talents and thus optimizing their sporting development. The central question, however, is which tasks are suitable for this. [@B70] found in this context that a large number of different tasks and measures are used to assess EF in adolescents, but that the evidence of the psychometric robustness of these measures remains limited in order to prove the validity of their use in the elite context. In particular, psychometric properties are needed for the still few tasks that require Hot EF. In any case, we are convinced that Hot EFs can bring significant added value to the context of expertise research.

Furthermore, many studies mention the demand for a larger sample for higher statistical significance and more transferable statements (e.g., [@B44]; [@B23]). For future studies, it will be important to increase the statistical power of larger samples with a broad age range between childhood and young adulthood. Another central problem in expertise research is the access and willingness of competitive athletes to participate in such studies and especially in intervention studies. This would often mean taking athletes out of everyday training and, if necessary, intervening in training management. In addition, we didn't control for confounding variables such as fitness level or personality traits. On top of the advantageous experience-based development of the elite athletes with regard to cognitive performance ([@B79]), possible confounders such as IQ, educational level/academic performance and socio-economic status must be taken into account ([@B112]; [@B23]). This was mainly necessary in order to keep the testing effort manageable for the athletes. Furthermore, it must be clearly defined what is meant by elite. [@B96] created a classification system of sports competence samples that distinguishes four types of elite performers. Last, but not least, we used only one task (Game of Dice Task; [@B9]) to examine Hot EF. As mentioned above, one idea is to manipulate Cool EF tasks (modified Flanker, N-back task, trail making/walking test) to transform them into tasks that increase the demand for Hot EF.

The application of experimental tasks originally developed for adults provided the opportunity to observe the development and change of cognitive functions during development (mainly Cool EF). This approach does not seem to be able to go beyond the temporary operational definitions of EF that they advocate ([@B60]; [@B32]). Therefore, the EF construct requires further conceptual and empirical clarification, especially with regard to the exploration of emotional and motivational aspects (Hot EF). In particular, a renewed search is needed to help situate EF as a skill that is contextual and dynamically changing during development. We see EF as a consequence of the interaction between temperament and environment, and EF is strongly influenced by individual motivational drives. It seems certain that it is no longer possible to examine EF or its components from the perspective of a single methodological paradigm or from the perspective of a single theoretical position. Multidisciplinarity is crucial, which means that EF research in the next decade will almost certainly explore the dynamic relationship between brain function and structure, individual priorities, self-regulation, social context, individual information processing capacity, temperament and personal history ([@B65]; [@B87]). Such efforts are promising to demonstrate the scope of EF and the role it plays in human development, especially when it comes to the impact of expertise on cognition.
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